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Propellant Savings during Soyuz Undock from the International Space Station 
 
As a vehicle continuously orbiting Earth for over a decade, the International Space Station (ISS) must be 
conscious of ways to conserve consumables to maximize the efficiency of cargo flights to ISS.  One such 
consumable is propellant.  As part of an ongoing effort to minimize propellant usage onboard ISS and 
use control moment gyroscopes as much as possible for ISS control, an effort was made in late 2014 to 
allow Soyuz manned vehicle undockings without requiring the use of thrusters.  This method, which has 
been used for four Soyuz undockings, saves up to 160 kg of propellant each year. 
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ISS Attitude Control Options
Control Moment Gyroscopes
- Limited control authority
- No propellant required
Thrusters
- Much higher control 
authority
- Requires propellant
CMG Advantages
• No loading or contamination concerns
• No consumables required
Traditional Soyuz Undocking 
• Timeline
• Park solar arrays
• Hand over attitude control from U.S. CMGs to Russian 
thrusters
• Maneuver to undocking attitude
• ISS to Free Drift for Soyuz undock
• Recover ISS attitude control following undock
• Maneuver back to nominal orbit attitude
• Hand over attitude control from Russian thrusters to U.S. 
CMGs
• Return solar arrays to nominal configuration
Traditional Soyuz Undocking
Soyuz Undock on CMG Control
• Timeline
• Park solar arrays
• Configure attitude control system for undocking and post-
undock control
• Soyuz undock
• Automatic change to control mode allowing thruster assist
• Return solar arrays to nominal configuration
Soyuz Undock on CMG Control
Propellant Usage
• Traditional Soyuz Undock: 10-40 kg
• Soyuz undock on US Control: 0-1 kg
• Savings per year (4 Soyuz/year): 40-160 kg

